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Building a domain ontology usually requires several resources
of dierent types, e.g. thesaurus, object taxonomies, terminologies, databases, sets of documents, etc, where objects are described in terms of
attributes and relations with other objects. One important and hard
problem is to be able to combine and merge knowledge units extracted
from these dierent resources within an homogeneous formal representation (such as a description logic or OWL). The purpose of this article
is to show which kinds of resources should be available for designing a
real-world ontology in a given application domain, and then how Formal
Concept Analysis and its extension - Relational Concept Analysis- can
be used for materializing an associated ontology. This resulting target
ontology can then be encoded within OWL or a description logic formalism, allowing classication-based reasoning. A real-world example in
microbiology is detailed. Finally, an evaluation including tests on recall
and precision shows how source resources can be completed with other
existing domain resources using a semi-automatic analysis process.
Abstract.

1

Introduction

Ontologies are the backbone of Semantic Web as they help software and human
agents to communicate and to share domain knowledge [1]. In theory, an ontology is considered as an explicit specication of a domain conceptualization
[15]. In practice, an ontology may depend on various resources with dierent
types, e.g. thesaurus, vocabularies or dictionaries, sets of documents, databases.
Moreover, the web makes an increasing number of ontologies available for reuse.
None of these ontologies can pretend to be complete but rather brings a specic
point of view on a particular domain. Besides ontologies, resources of other types
exist but are heterogeneous and most of the time disconnected. One important
need in the framework of semantic web is to take advantage of all these types of
resources. Thus, there is a need for integrating or pushing these various types
of resources with the objective of knowledge sharing, updating, dissemination,
communication, and being complete as much as possible with respect to a given
domain. However, this wide range of resources should be interoperable and resource contents are represented within a common standard language such as,

1 (as assumed within the framework of semantic import of modular

e.g. OWL

ontologies in [8]), but this is not always the case.

1

OWL : Web Ontology Language
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Following this way, this paper aims at presenting a framework based on
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for integrating and preparing various types of
resources for allowing collaboration, interoperability, and the design of a domain
ontology for problem-solving and reasoning. This is the role of Formal Concept
Analysis to ll the gap between resources of various types and a target ontology
encoded within the OWL language. The paper introduces a framework where
FCA and its extension, Relational Concept Analysis (RCA), can be considered as
integrating processes for resource integration, leading from a set of heterogeneous
resources to a set of formal and homogeneous ontologies, and nally to a given
target ontology.
Three main types of resources are distinguished in the following: a thesaurus, a database, and a set of documents. In a standard way, the thesaurus
provides a set of hierarchically organized classes. The database and the set of

(object, attribute) (attribute or property)
(objecti , relation, objectj ). For example, the class of

documents provide a set of pairs
and a set of triples

firmicute bacteria can be described by pairs, e.g. a set of attributes such
as {aerobic, negativeGram, spherical}, and by triples such as the relation
ResistTo whose co-domain includes ten families of antibiotics. These pairs and

triples are taken into account within binary contexts for being processed by FCA
and RCA for designing the nal and integrated ontology. Moreover, pairs and
triples will participate in dening a domain concept

C with the help of necessary
x to the set of

and sucient conditions for testing the membership of an object
instances of

C.

As detailed later, pairs and triples also help in making explicit

elements of implicit knowledge that are not directly accessible in the sole thesaurus. Meanwhile, the thesaurus as understood here plays a central role in
the target ontology and for the domain expert (that is in charge of the interpretation of the extracted knowledge units for example). The thesaurus can be
seen as a reference to which the target ontology can be compared. In this way,
rstly, a class in the thesaurus may have been split into say two distinct classes,
meaning that the attributes or relations observed in the other resources lead to
the existence of these two classes: in this way, the elements of knowledge present
in the original thesaurus have been made precise and completed. Secondly, two
existing classes in the thesaurus may be merged into a more general class in
the target ontology. An explanation may be that the two original classes in the
thesaurus share a sucient number of attribute for being identied in the new
organization of the target ontology, meaning to some extent that the original
distinction is not meaningful with respect to the resources examined during the
process.
FCA and RCA are the processes on which is based the transformation between resources towards the target ontology. One important idea on which relies
the process is the existence of a source or pivot ontology obtained from the
thesaurus, and then to extend the source ontology by progressively adding units
extracted from the resources under study. The addition of these units is based
on the one hand on standard operations from FCA, such as apposition for example, but on the other hand on non standard operations such as RCA. Then, the
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elements in the nal concept lattice built thanks to FCA can be represented
within the knowledge representation language OWL. In this way, FCA is considered as the core process in the design of the target ontology from a set of
heterogeneous resources. This is the objective of this paper to explain how FCA
and its extension RCA can be used for building, completing, and updating, a
domain ontology. Firstly, FCA and RCA as well take into account all elements
included within an ontology, namely objects (or individuals), attributes, and
relations, for building concept lattices. Secondly, the FCA framework provides
operations to manage concept lattices, e.g. updating the lattice when the set of
objects or the set of attributes is modied, merging or linking concept lattices.
Finally, the resulting concept lattices can be almost straightforwardly transformed into a concept hierarchy in a description logic (DL)

FLE

[5] or OWL

concept hierarchy. A classier can then be used for classication-based reasoning,
e.g. answering queries. There are similar approaches but the novelty here lies in
the articulation of the dierent operations for building up the target ontology.
Moreover, an operational platform has been designed and detailed tests at the
end of the paper show the capabilities of the approach and the eciency of an
FCA-based transformation approach.
The paper is organized as follows. The second Section discusses requirements
for designing an ontology from a set of heterogeneous resources. The third Section introduces FCA and RCA, and the transformation process from a concept
lattice to a concept hierarchy within a DL-based framework. The fourth Section
presents a real-world example of the design of a target ontology from a set of
heterogeneous resources in microbiology. An evaluation of the ontology design
process follows. Related work is examined at the end of the paper.

2

Elements for building an ontology from heterogeneous
resources

In this section, we analyze the basic objects and the associated resources that
have to be considered for building an ontology in a given application domain.
The domain chosen in this paper is microbiology, and two main kinds of basic objects are involved, i.e. bacteria and antibiotics. The problem is to build
an ontology about resistance of bacteria to antibiotics on the base of a collection of heterogeneous resources. For bacteria, the following resources have been
considered:





The NCBI taxonomy (from the National Center for Biotechnology Information) includes 13380 species of bacteria,
A collection of textual documents composed of 1244 abstracts has been se-

lected by domain experts from PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

sites/entrez),

a large collection of texts in the NCBI library.

The pathogenic bacteria database (http://bac.hs.med.kyoto-u.ac.jp/).
For antibiotics, a concept lattice of ligands has been designed based on expert

available knowledge (involving mainly chemical properties of antibiotics).
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2.1

Three main types of ob ject descriptors

Ontologies are usually not built from scratch and several kinds of resources can
be used. Actually, the type of the resources does not matter as much as the type
of information the resources include. In this paper, three main types of object
descriptors are distinguished, (OD1) hierarchical links, (OD2) binary attributes
(or unary relations), and (OD3) relational attributes (or binary relations),

(OD1). In application domains, there are usually existing source hierarchies organizing domain objects, e.g. thesaurus, local ontologies from Swoogle [9]. . . Such
hierarchies provide a global and structured view of the domain. In these hierarchies, a class denotes a set of objects and the relation between classes is set
inclusion, while objects are leaves (terminal nodes): all objects in a class are also

Klebsiella-pneumoniae (or Klebsiella-P.)
Protebacteria. Such classes can be compared to primitive concepts

in the superclasses. For example,
is a kind of

in description logics, as they do not have an explicit denition.
In the context of microbiology, the NCBI taxonomy has played the role of
the "source" or the "pivot" domain hierarchy.

(OD2). For other kinds of resources, e.g. databases, domain objects are described

by means of a set of attributes. For example, helicobacter pylori has the
negativeGram attribute (in the pathogenic bacteria database). However, objects
are not assigned to a class nor embedded into a hierarchy.

(OD3). Domain objects may be related to other objects. Such relations occur
in texts, but not exclusively. For example, a sentence We have previously re-

isoniazid-resistant Mycobacterium
tuberculosis strains carry an arginine to leucine mutation in codon 463 (R463L)
in the catalase-peroxidase gene (katG). indicates that there exists a resistance
relation from Mycobacterium tuberculosis to isoniazid. Such type of relations has
ported that a signicant percentage (44%) of

to participate to the denition of classes of objects as well as attributes.

The processing of textual resources. Given the texts and the databases listed
above, attributes and relations between objects were extracted by the GATE

2

system . In the present framework, the use of GATE consists in two main operations. The rst operation is an extraction of dierent entities of the domain,
e.g. bacteria, antibiotics, etc. A second operation is the identication of relations
existing in the analyzed texts, e.g. resistance, susceptibility, etc. For example,
the analysis with respect to the resistance relation of a sentence such as The
genes conferring resistance to doxorubicin and daunorubicin in S. peucetius have
been sequenced. Returns the tagged text shown below, used for describing a resistance relation between two objects, namely bacteria and antibiotics.

<Resistance>
<Bacteria> S. peucetius </Bacteria>
<Antibiotic> doxorubicin </Antibiotic>
2

http://gate.ac.uk/
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<Antibiotic> daunorubicin </Antibiotic>
</Resistance>

2.2 From a reference ontology to a completed target ontology
The structure of the target ontology and its content has to take into account
the three types of descriptors,

(OD1), (OD2) and (OD3) introduced here-above

as hierarchical links, attributes, and relations respectively. Domain objects are
grouped into the same class if and only if they share a given set of common attributes and relations. Both properties and relations are necessary and sucient
conditions for dening such a class of objects. For example, in microbiology, let

X bacteria resists drug D1, the bacteria Y resists drug D2,
D1 and D2 are drugs of the family D. In this context, X and Y can be grouped
the same class as they share the relation resisting drug from the class D.

us suppose that the
and
in

The resistance relation impacts on the denition of bacteria (here the domain of
the relation). This shows in particular that attributes should be combined with
relational attributes for forming richer and more precise denitions.
In the present framework, the NCBI taxonomy after being processed by FCA
(to be explained after) has played the role of reference ontology

(OD1). The other

resources that were analyzed to complete this reference ontology were describing
genes, bacteria, and drugs.
The purposes of a target ontology depend partially on the type of queries
one expects to ask. In the present context, the structure and the content of the
target ontology should allow asking three main types of queries.



(Q1). Let

o1

and

o2

be two domain objects. Does there exist a class con-

taining both objects or are these objects incompatible? What are the other



objects in this class? How is this class dened ?

(Q2). Given a new object, say x, that has been observed with some attributes
and relations with other objects. What is the best and the right way of
inserting this object in the ontology? Is there a class already available for



this object or a new class has to be created?

(Q3). What is the class of an object knowing the domain and/or the range
of a relation? For example, when

∀r1 .A1 ,

3

r1 (o1 ,o2 ) and o1 is an instance
o2 is an instance of A1 .

of

C1

=

then it can be inferred that

Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) and its extension Relational Concept Analysis
(RCA) take into account the three main types of object descriptors discussed in
Section 2. The FCA process builds concept lattices and provides various operations for managing concept lattices, and in particular merging sets of objects
or sets of attributes. RCA extends the scope of FCA for dealing with relational
attributes. Moreover, the resulting concept lattice can be transformed into a
concept hierarchy represented within the description logic formalism to allow
formal representation and reasoning.

6
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Formal Concept Analysis

(FCA) [3] is a mathematical formalism allowing to derive a concept lattice from a formal context K = (G, M, I). FCA has been used
for a number of purposes among which knowledge modeling, acquisition, and
processing lattice and ontology design, information retrieval and data mining.
In K, G denotes a set of objects, M a set of attributes, and I a binary relation dened on the Cartesian product G × M . In the binary table representing
I ⊆ G × M , the rows correspond to objects and the columns to attributes. The
concept lattice is composed of formal concepts (or simply concepts ) organized
into a lattice by a partial ordering, i.e. a subsumption relation comparing concepts. A concept is a pair (A, B) where A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , and A is the maximal set
of objects sharing the whole set of attributes in B (and vice versa). In a concept
(A, B), A is called the extent and B the intent of the concept. The concepts in
a concept lattice are computed on the basis of a Galois connection dened by
two derivation operators denoted by ′:
Formal concept analysis

A′ := {m ∈ M | gIm f or all g ∈ A}

B′ := {g ∈ G| gIm f or all m ∈ B}

A concept (A, B) veries A′ = B and B′ = A. The subsumption relation
(⊑) between a concept and a superconcept is dened as follows: (A1 , B1 ) ⊑
(A2 , B2 ) ⇔ A1 ⊆ A2 (or B2 ⊆ B1 ). Relying on this subsumption relation ⊑, the
set of all concepts extracted from a context K = (G, M, I) is organized within a
complete lattice, called concept lattice and denoted by B(G, M, I).
The standard FCA process is able to deal with object descriptors of type
(OD1) or (OD2). Given a set of resources including such types of object descriptors, concept lattices provide a representation of the content of these resources.
Then, the content of these resources can be merged using the FCA operation
called apposition, as explained below.
Transforming a set
of objects organized within a hierarchy or described by hierarchical links into
a lattice is a straightforward operation. The formal context K1 := (G, M1 , I1 )
is dened as follows: G is the set of domain objects, M1 is the set of classes
of objects organized into a hierarchy, and I1 assigns to an object its class and
all superclasses in the hierarchy. For example, the bacteria Klebsiella P. is
classied in the NCBI hierarchical resource (in the domain of microbiology) as
a γProteobacteria, which in turn is a subclass of proteobacteria. Figure 1
shows the context associated to NCBI classication and the corresponding concept lattice.
Building a lattice from a hierarchy (OD1 object descriptor).

Building a lattice from domain expert description of objects (OD2 object descriptor). A classication based on domain expert description of objects, i.e.
involving (OD2) object descriptors, can be carried out as follows. A formal con-

text K2 := (G, M2 , I2 ) is composed of a set G of objects, a set M2 of attributes,
and a relation I2 ⊆ G × M2 where I2 (g, m2 ) states that g has the attribute m2

Helicobacter P.

X

Klebsiella P.

X X

Mycobacterium S.

X

Streptococcus P.
Klebsiella O.
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Bacilli

Actinobacteria

γ proteobacteria

Proteobacteria
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X
X X

Fig. 1. The context Bacteria from the database NCBI K1 := (G, M1 , I1 ) and the associated concept lattice.

(actually, the set G of objects is the same for context K1 and K2 ). Figure 2 shows
an excerpt of such a context describing various bacteria, their attributes, and
the corresponding concept lattice.

3.2 Apposition in FCA

Helicobacter P.
Klebsiella P.
Mycobacterium S.
Streptococcus P.
Klebsiella O.

×

anaerobic

aerobic

positiveGram

negativeGram

sticks

spherical

At this point, there are two contexts K1 := (G, M1 , I1 ) and K2 := (G, M2 , I2 ),
with the same set of objects G and two distinct sets of attributes, M1 and M2 .
There exists an operation in FCA for merging these two contexts into a single
one called apposition [3].
Denition 1. Let K1 = (G1 , M1 , I1 ) and K2 = (G2 , M2 , I2 ) be two formal contexts. When G = G1 = G2 and M1 ∩M2 = ∅, K := K1 |K2 := (G, M1 ∪M2 , I1 ∪I2 )
is the apposition of the two contexts K1 and K2 .
The two contexts are K1 = (G, M1 , I1 ) shown in Figure 1 and K2 = (G, M2 , I2 )
shown in Figure 2. In the apposition context K = (G, M, I), G is the set of objects
the same set for K1 and K2  M := M1 ∪ M2 where M1 is the set of attributes in
K1 extracted from the NCBI hierarchy and M2 is the set of domain attributes
in K2 , and I := I1 ∪ I2 . The resulting concept lattice is presented in gure 3.

× ×
××
×
× ××
× ××
××
×

Fig. 2. The context Bacteria based on expert knowledge K2 = (G, M2 , I2 ) and the
associated concept lattice.
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Fig. 3. The concept lattice resulting from the apposition of contexts

3.3

K1

and

K2 .

Relational Concept Analysis

Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) [10] was introduced as an extension of FCA
for taking into account relations between objects. In this way, a concept is described with standard binary attributes but also with relational attributes. A
relational attribute, say

r,

describes the relation existing between objects that

are instances of a concept, say

c1 ,

the domain of the

that are instances of another concept, say

c2 ,

r

relation, with objects

the range of

r

relation. RCA has

already been used in a previous work in text mining and ontology design [13].

relational context family
= (Gi , Mi , Ii ) and a set of relations

More precisely, data in RCA are organized within a
(RCF) composed of a set of contexts

Ki

Gi and Gj are the object sets of the contexts Ki and Kj ,
domain and the range of the relation rk .
RCA uses the mechanism of relational scaling for dening the so-called relational attributes. For a relation, say r : Gi −→ Gj , linking objects from Gi
to objects of Gj , a relational attribute is created and denoted by r : c, where
C is concept in Kj . Then, for an object g ∈ Gi , the relational attribute r : c
characterizes the correlation between g and r(g) = h which is an instance of
the concept C = (X, Y ) in Kj . Some correlations can be considered such as the
existential correlation or existential scaling where r(g) ∩ X 6= ∅, and the
universal correlation or universal scaling where r(g) ⊆ X . In the present
rk ⊆ Gi × Gj .

The sets

called respectively the

work, only existential scaling is considered.

Let us consider the relation between bacteria and antibiotics, where the rst
context is given by context apposition in Figure 3 and the second context
(G3 , M3 , I3 ) is given in Figure 4. The relation

ResistTo

K3 =

between bacteria and

antibiotics is given in Table 1. The application of the RCA process based on
the concept lattices of Figure 3 and Figure 4 produces the nal concept lattice
shown in Figure 5, where the relations explicitly computed by the RCA process
are emphasized.

9

FRB1
FRB3
ARB1
ARB2
HBA5
HBA10
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Clarithromycin
×
×
Ciprooxacin ×
××
Cefotaxim
××
×
Macrolide
×
×

Fig. 4. The context Antibiotics

K3

= (G3 , M3 , I3 ) and the associated concept lattice.

Table 1. The relation ResistTo between bacteria and antibiotics.

Clarithromycin
Ciprooxacin
Cefotaxim
Macrolide

ResistTo

Helicobacter-P.
Klebsiella-P.
Mycobacterium-S.
Streptococcus-P.
Klebsiella-O.

×
×
×
×
×

In more details, in Table 1, Mycobacterium-S. is related through ResistTo
to Cefotaxim and Streptococcus-P. to Ciprofloxacin. Examining the lattice
of antibiotics on Figure 4, it can be seen that Cefotaxim is in the extension
of concepts A0, A1, A3, A4, and A6, while Ciprofloxacin is in the extension
of concepts A0 and A2. The relational attributes ResistTo:A0, ResistTo:A1,
ResistTo:A3, ResistTo:A4, and ResistTo:A6, are associated to the object
Mycobacterium-S., while the relational attributes ResistTo:A0 and ResistTo:A2
are associated to Streptococcus-P. Then, a new concept lattice is built according to the extended context. At this point, as new concepts are been built, the
lattice construction process is iterated and new relational attributes are associated to the bacteria objects whenever possible. If this is the case, the RCA
process is iterated again. If this is not the case, this means that the x-point of
the RCA process has been reached and that the nal concept lattice has been
obtained. This nal lattice is given on Figure 5 (lattice on the left). In particular,
it can be seen that Mycobacterium-S. is in the extension of concept C13 while
Streptococcus-P. is in the extension of C12. All relational attributes intro-

10
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duced above are respectively associated to C13 and C12 (attributes are inherited
from upper concepts). It can be noticed that the identity of a concept is constant
during the whole RCA process.

Fig. 5. The lattice resulting from the RCA process applied to ob ject descriptors of
type

(OD3).

4

From concept lattice to DL formalism

4.1

The representation of formal concepts into

F LE

concepts

The transformation of the nal concept lattice resulting from RCA is based on a
transformation, called τ , into a DL knowledge base (KB). The τ transformation
allows to introduce primitive and dened concepts, and thus to apply a DL-based
reasoner for problem-solving and complex query answering. The target DL formalism is FLE [5], that includes the constructors ⊤ (top), ⊥ (bottom), C ⊓ D
(concept conjunction), ∀r.C and ∃r.C (universal and existential role quantications). This set of constructors is large enough for representing all elements from
the nal concept lattice. The prole of the τ transformation is the following:
τ : B(Gf , Mf , If ) −→ T Box ∪ ABox, where B(Gf , Mf , If ) is the nal concept lattice, TBox and ABox being the DL components on which the target
ontology will be based. The concept lattice B(Gf , Mf , If ) results from the FCA
operations applied to the reference lattice mainly appositions and relational
scalings which here is the concept lattice associated to the NCBI hierarchy
(Figure 1). More precisely, the τ transformation works as follows:

FCA: A unied framework for building and rening ontologies



An attribute

11

m1 ∈ M1 , where B(G, M1 , I1 ) of the concept lattice associated

to the NCBI hierarchy, is transformed into an atomic or primitive concept
in the TBox. This means that a class in the NCBI hierarchy is represented
as an atomic concept, e.g.



τ (Proteobacteria) = Proteobacteria.
B(G, M2 , I2 ), e.g. in the Bacteria

An attribute in a context distinct from

context associated to expert knowledge (see Figure 2), is transformed as a
conceptual expression of the form

∃negativeGram.⊤.



∃m.⊤.

For example,

τ (negativeGram)

=

r ∈ R is transformed in the TBox as an atomic role
τ (ResistTo) = ResistTo, i.e. an atomic role with the same name

A relational attribute

τ (r),

e.g.

in the TBox.



A formal concept

C = (X, Y )

is transformed in the TBox as a dened

concept formed by the conjunction of primitive concepts and existential role
quantications. For example,

C12 = Bacilli ⊓ ∃sticks.⊤ ⊓ ∃aerobic.⊤

⊓ ∃positiveGram.⊤ ⊓ ∃ResistTo.A2

(see Figure 5).

A subsumption relation between concepts is transformed as a general concept
inclusion: the

τ (C2 ).



C1 ⊑ C2

subsumption relation in the lattice becomes

τ (C1 ) ⊑

An object g ∈ G is transformed as an individual τ (g) in the ABox, e.g.
Staphylococcus aureus becomes the individual τ (Staphylococcus-aureus).

Here are some examples of dened concepts:

C2 = ∃aerobic.⊤ ⊓ ∃ResistTo.A2
C12 = Bacilli ⊓ ∃sticks.⊤ ⊓ ∃aerobic.⊤ ⊓ ∃positiveGram.⊤ ⊓ ∃ResistTo.A2
C13 = Actinobacteria ⊓ ∃sticks.⊤ ⊓ ∃aerobic.⊤ ⊓ ∃positiveGram.⊤⊓∃ResitTo.A6

4.2 Reasoning within the DL formalism
The main reasoning operations that can be drawn are concept instantiation and
concept subsumption, e.g. detecting the class of an individual class stands here
for concept extent or in DL terms as the set of instances of a concept analyzing the range of a relation, or comparing concepts. Details for each reasoning
operation are given below in the context of the microbiology example.
Instantiation consists in nding the class of an object (or individual). Let

{a,b} and relational attributes {r1 .A1 ,r2 .A2 },
{C3 ,C4 } in the NCBI hierarchy. Then, the class of o1
is the most general class X in the target ontology such that: X ⊑ C3 ⊓ C4 ⊓
∃a.⊤ ⊓∃b.⊤ ⊓ ∃r1 .A1 ⊓ ∃r2 .A2 . This is a way of answering a question such as

o1

be an object with attributes

and belonging to classes

What is the class of the object Streptococcus pneumoniae, whose attributes

{aerobic,positiveGram,sticks}, relational attributes are {ResistTo:A2 },
{Bacilli} in NCBI. According to the nal lattice
given in Figure 5, the answer is the concept C12 .
A second task consists in determining whether two objects o1 and o2 have
the same class. A simple way is to nd the class of o1 , then the class of o2 ,
are

and belonging to the class

12
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and then to test whether the two classes are equivalent. For example, let us
consider the objects Klebsiella-O. and Streptococcus-P.. Klebsiella-O. is
an instance of the class C14 and Streptococcus-P. is an instance of the class
C12 (see Figure 5). In this case, the fact that C14 ⊓ C12 = ⊥ implies that both
objects do not belong to the same class (or are incompatible).
Finally, the third task consists in detecting the class of an object knowing
the domain or the range of a relation. Let us consider the instantiated relation
r1 (o1 ,o2 ). When o1 is an instance of the class C1 = ∀r1 .A1 , it can be inferred
that o2 is an instance of A1 . When o2 is an instance of A1 , it can be inferred that
o1 is an instance of a class dened by an expression of the form either ∀r1 .A1
or ∃r1 .A1 . For example, knowing that ResistTo(b1 ,a1 ) with a1 as an instance
of Ciprofloxacin, it can be inferred that b1 is a bacteria, instance of concept
C12 in Figure 5 (Streptococcus-P.).

5

Evaluation

There is no absolute and objective criteria to evaluate an ontology. Thus we
decided to compare the target ontology to the NCBI thesaurus considered as
the reference ontology.
We followed Maedche and Staab [1] approach, adapted by Cimiano et al. [12].
However, the representation of the lattice into DL following the function α makes
the presentation of the evaluation quite dierent. This evaluation relies on similarity between sets of instances. First, for any class of the target ontology, its
closest class in the reference ontology is computed.
The closest class is computed using the Euclidian
distance on the set of instances. Let G be the set of objects, Ω1 and Ω2 be the
two ontologies. For each class C1 ∈ Ω1 , and for each class C2 ∈ Ω2 , vectors VC1
and VC2 are dened as: ∀gk ∈ G : if gk is an instance of Ci then VCi [gk ] = 1 else
VCi [gk ] = 0. Then:
Computing the closest class.

Distance(VC1 , VC2 ) = (

|G|
X

k=0

(VC1 [gk ] − VC2 [gk ])2 )1/2
√

For the examples from gure 6: Distance(sticks, proteoacteria) = 3,
and C1 is the closest class of C2 i ∀C ∈ Ω1 − {C1 } with Distance(VC , VC2 ) >
(VC1 , VC2 ).
We introduce three measures for ontology comparison. The precision for a given class C1 ∈ Ω1 is computed with its closest
class C2 ∈ Ω2 as the proportion of instances from C1 common to C2 . Recall is
the proportion of instances from C2 common to C1 .
Computing precision and recall.

P recision(C1 ) =

|C1 ∩ C2 |
|C1 ∩ C2 |
, Recall(C1 ) =
|C1 |
|C2 |
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Fig. 6.

Example of two ontologies, Ωtarget (left) and Ωref erence (right)

Table 2.

FCA
RCA

13

Number
of
classes
58
152

The results of the evaluation of the FCA and RCA
Number Number Precision Recall F-Measure Dened
of prop- of relaconerties tion
cepts
13
0
76,52% 81,14% 78,76% 8/19
13
55
66,88% 82,07% 73,70% 12/19

Precision (resp. recall) is the average of precision (resp. recall) on all classes
from the target ontology. F-measure is also dened as the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Let N be the number of classes in the target ontology and
Ci a class in Ω1 :
P (Ω1 , Ω2 ) =

P

i=1..N (P recision(Ci ))

N
F (Ω1 , Ω2 ) =

, R(Ω1 , Ω2 ) =

P

i=1..N (Recall(Ci ))

N

2 ∗ P (Ω1 , Ω2 ).R(Ω1 , Ω2 )
P (Ω1 , Ω2 ) + R(Ω1 , Ω2 )

For examples from gure 6, we have:
P =
R=

1+1+1+1+ 12 +1+1
= 92, 85%
7
1+1+ 31 + 54 + 53 +1
= 81, 90%
7

We have worked on two separate experiments: the rst using only FCA
(attributes) and the second using FCA + RCA (attributes + relational attributes). Table 2 presents the resulting precision, recall, and F-measure. This
table presents also the number of classes with 100% precision and recall which
FCA (and/or RCA) denes, i.e. gives necessary and sucient conditions. RCA
denes more classes than FCA (see Table 2). In following, we present an example
of classes dened just with FCA and an example of classes dened by RCA.
FCA shows better precision and recall (see Table 2) than RCA. However, some classes need relations in their denitions, explaining why RCA
shows a better number of dened classes. For example, let us consider the class C9 , i.e. ({Neisseria gonorrhoeae}, {Betaproteobacteria,
Neisseria, Proteobacteria}). Using FCA does not allow to nd a closest class with precision and recall of 100%. Insted, using RCA, allows to
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build the class

gonorrhoeae},

6

C150

that has exactly the same set of instances

({Neisseria

with precision and recall of 100%.

Related work

In [4], the authors present a cooperative machine learning system called ASIUM,
which is able to acquire semantic knowledge from syntactic parsing. The system
ASIUM successively aggregates clusters to form new concepts and the hierarchies
of concepts from the ontology. The ASIUM approach diers from our approach
because the former is not based on the same classication approach, does not
work with heterogeneous resources, and does not try to complete ontologies for
building a target ontology. In [12], the authors use an approach similar to the
preceding approach, but they use the FCA for building the concept hierarchy.
Regarding the work of Cimiano et al., our approach involves the use of FCA and
RCA as well as taking into account heterogeneous resources.
The extraction of relational attributes allows a better denition of concepts.
In [7], the authors propose the system Lexical Navigation for extracting the
(non hierarchical) relations. Their idea is to use a lexical network containing
domain-specic vocabularies and relationships that are automatically extracted
from a collection of documents. In the same way, the work in [11] proposes to use
a learning method to extract syntactic patterns. This method extracts manually
relations between terms from texts and searches to generalize the terms and the
relation between these terms. In comparison to our method, the two preceding
methods try to cluster terms with a dierent classication approach, taking
into account relations in texts but without a systematic approach as FCA and
RCA. The facts of dealing with heterogeneous resources and with a nal target
ontology are also dierent.
Another approach described in [2] consists in extracting association rules
from a collection of texts and keeping the rules having a given support and
frequency. The objectives could be compared but the classication methods used
in this work and ours are quite dierent.
In [6], the authors propose to merge two ontologies for building a new one.
The proposed method takes as input a set of documents. NLP techniques are used
to capture two formal contexts encoding the relationships between documents
and concepts in each ontology. This method combines the knowledge of the
collection of texts and expert knowledge. Comparing with our approach, the
approach of Stumme et al. uses the texts for merging and not for enriching the
two ontologies. The authors in [14] propose to enrich an existing ontology using
on-line glossaries. They use natural language denitions of each class and convert
them into formal denitions (OWL), compliant with the core ontology property
specications. Then, this method needs an existent core ontology for adding the
transverse relations that is not our case.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an original approach for building a target
domain ontology in considering resources of dierent types, such as a thesaurus,
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term hierarchies, databases, and sets of documents. In these resources, objects
are described in terms of attributes and relations with other objects. Using the
FCA process and its extension RCA, these dierent resources can be represented
as concept lattices. These concept lattices are used to complete a chosen reference
concept lattice, that will be the basis of the target ontology. Then, this nal
concept lattice is transformed within a description logic formalism. Complex
question-answering and classication-based reasoning can then be carried out
using the classier in the framework of description logics. A real-world example
in microbiology has been detailed, showing that the approach is fully operational.
In this paper, only a part of the available and potential knowledge implicitly
lying in the dierent resources has been extracted for analyzing the phenomenon
of bacteria resisting to antibiotics. In future work, we plan to extend the target
ontology by extracting other objects that are of importance, e.g. genes, codons,
etc., and, as well, other relations, which include composition and spatial relations
between bacteria, genes, and other biological actors present in the texts. In this
way, a more precise representation of the content of texts will be designed and
used for characterizing texts in microbiology. Finally, such a characterization
could be used for comparing, classifying, and computing similarities between
texts on the basis of their contents. This could also lead to sophisticated kinds
of reasoning on texts, e.g. case-based reasoning and adaptation of a texts.
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